
Preserve materials and colors - Protect what’s important!

ARTGLASS UV PROTECTIVE GLASS

PRODUCT TESTING
To compare the effects of UV-protective coatings in comparison to regular glass, we conducted a UV exposure
experiment to measure the visible effect on print images. 
For our testing, we used Q-UV Accelerated Weathering Tester (UVA-340 Lamps), with UV exposure measured
at 130 w/m2. The samples were contained in a unique environment, to compare the protection provided by
different Artglass products vs uncoated glass

* Simulated values, based on average solar radiation - the effects may differ, depending on the intensity of the UV exposure

Results for uncoated low-iron glass

The results were documented in 3 stages

Aster 168 hours in

the accelerated UV
light chamber
(the equivalent of
approximately 2 months
of constant exposure
to direct sunlight*)

Before UV exposure Aster 547 hours in

the accelerated UV
light chamber
(the equivalent of
approximately half a year
of constant exposure
to direct sunlight*)



OUR PRODUCTS AND PERFORMANCE

ARTGLASS AR 99 
Near-invisible conservation-grade protection 
The combined glass coating method achieves more than 99% UV protection and <1% visible light reflection.

This is the standard for museums, galleries and framing jobs where maximum UV protection is essential.

ARTGLASS AR 92
Best of all worlds – clarity, ease of handling and UV protection
Artglass AR 92 provides very high UV protection, and its easy-to-clean anti-reflective magnetron-sputtered

coating on a low-iron substrate guarantees the truest color transmission, and visible light reflection

decreased to <1%.

ARTGLASS AR 70 
Basic UV protection - with maximum clarity
Impeccable anti-reflective performance, truest transmission of colors, easy to clean and handle. 

Artglass AR 70 provides an effective display and protects from UV light  significantly better than

uncoated glass.
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